
Genobreeding
Tissue Culture and Cloning Incubator System



Tissue Culture and Cloning Incubator System

Developed with Mother Nature in mind, these chambers offer digitally controlled 
temperature and lighting, with day/night cycles to simulate the nurturing environment seeds 
and plants need for successful growth. The standard models shown below feature clock 
controlled temperature (hi/low) and lighting (on/off) suitable for studying seed germination 
and growth in many plant species. These chambers have a temperature range of 2-50°C, ±
1°C at the sensor, and failsafe's to protect the chamber in the unlikely event of a 
temperature excursion.

For plants or experiments with more rigorous requirements, many options can be selected: 
stepping up the temperature control to a multi-point “ramp and soak” microprocessor, 
increasing the number of lights (vertically, horizontally, or both), installing a fresh air intake, 
substituting LED lighting, including additive RH generation, or adding horizontal air flow 
ducts for better temperature uniformity under the lights.



Tissue Culture and Cloning Incubator System



MODELS PRICE SIZE # Shelves One unit shipping Two unit shipping

Under counter

DS-27-SD $9,797 6 cuft 2

Bottom compressor

DS-26-SD $8,427 10 cuft 3 $484 $950

DS-28-SSD $9,660 24 cuft 4 $1,034 $2,000

DS-33-SD $10,769 27 cuft 4 $1,078 $2,100

Bottom compressor

DS-52-SD $13,973 43 cuft 8 $781 $1,500

DS-52-GD $13,731 43 cuft 8 $781 $1,500

Top compressor

DT-52-SD $16,566 52 cuft 8

DT-52-GD $15,323 52 cuft 8

Bottom compressor

DS-70-SD $15,936 59 cuft 8 $957 $1,900

DS-70-GD $15,222 59 cuft 8 $957 $1,900

Top compressor

DT-70-SD $18,473 73 cuft 8

DT-70-GD $16,217 73 Cuft 8

Bottom compressor

DS-77-SD $19,565 63 cuft 12

DS-77-GD $18,012 63 cuft 12

Top compressor

DT-79-SD $21,786 79 cuft 12

DT-79-GD $19,379 79 cuft 12

Tissue Culture and Cloning Incubator System Pricing

NOTE: For orders of 5 or more chambers, take an additional 10% discount. Availability is 5-6 weeks to ship. The 

larger chambers (DS-70, DS-77, & DS-79) come with twist lock plugs requiring compatible outlets.



Options:
We don’t recommend top compressors because they require set up of the compressor. We also don’t recommend the three door units because of the weight and difficulty in delivery 
and moving into place.
DS-27-SD has no humidity control because of the lack of space. You can add a pan of water to increase humidity. The -SD or –SSD means Swing Door. The -GD means Gliding/Sliding 
Door.

Ultrasonic Humidity generator

Requires a pure water source

$1,542.00

Extra shelves for DS-26/28/33 $ 64.00

Extra shelves for DS-52 or larger $ 99.00

Fresh Air System for DS-26/28/33 $350.00

Fresh Air System for DS-52 or larger $506.00

Alarm System by Sensaphone requires web access $700.00



EXTERIOR

INTERIOR 

INSULATION 

COOLING/HEATING 

TEMPERATURE RANGE 

DAY/NIGHT SETTINGS 

AIR FLOW 

DOORS 

SHELVES 

LIGHTS 

ELECTRICAL 

Cold rolled 20 gauge steel sides/back/top/bottom welded to 13 gauge steel undercarriage and powder coated with white or grey 
enamel. Casters add 3.75" more to final height. 

Electro galvanized 22 gauge steel sides/top powder coated with white enamel and a stainless steel bottom pan. 

Two inches of non-CFC foamed-in-place urethane insulation. 

Cooling is provided by a 1/3 HP condensing unit that is air cooled, hermetically sealed, thermostatically controlled (adjustable) and 
self-contained, with permanently lubricated fan motor bearings. Oversized aluminum finned copper refrigeration coils promote rapid 
cool-down and tight control over selected temperature settings with R-134A as the coolant. Condensate is vaporized by the 
compressor heat. One 750 watt tubular electric resistance coil provides heat for temperature setting above ambient. Self defrosting. 

Temperature range is 2-50°C, ±1°C measured at the sensor. Ambient laboratory temperature should be between 60°-80°F. Allow 6 
inches around the chamber for air flow. 

Two 24 hour digital clocks control the lights (on/off) and the temperature settings (high/low). The clock controlled microprocessor 
allows two temperature settings to be programmed in. High and low temperature mechanical failsafes are included on this model to 
protect research materials from excessive temperatures. 

Chamber air is drawn up through the wire shelves and along the door surface to the cooling coils, where it is conditioned to the proper 
temperature and forced down the rear wall to the bottom of the chamber. 

Two spring loaded, self-closing, double paned hinged solid doors with black PVC frames have electrically heated door jambs/frames to 
retard condensation. Optional glass door and door locks. 

Each 23.5" x 23.5" shelf has powder coated epoxy steel wire construction capable of supporting 125 lbs. of evenly distributed weight. 
Shelves attach to pilaster with stainless steel clips. Four (4) levels of shelves are included. 

Two (2) adjustable fluorescent lamps per shelf are controlled (on/off) by a 24 hour clock. (Eight 40 watt vertical lights may be
substituted for the sixteen horizontal 20 watt lights; shelf size then reduces to 24" x 20". Two lights per side wall, and four in the 
middle.) 

115/60/1 with 15 amp plug. Draws 11.1 amps. Heat output is about 2100 BTU/hr at 5C with all lights on



ELECTRICAL

QUALITY CONTROL 

WARRANTY 

115/60/1 with 15 amp plug. Draws 11.1 amps. Heat output is about 2100 BTU/hr at 5C with all lights on

All chambers are run for 24 hours and evaluated for overall performance prior to shipping. Checkpoints include temperature regulation, 
verification of alarm and recording thermometer function (if these options were ordered), power usage, electrical ground integrity, reverse 
polarity, and interior/exterior structure inspection. 

All chambers are warranted for one (1) year from date of shipment for parts and workmanship. The compressor motor (part only) is
warranted for an additional four (4) years from date of warranty expiration. 


